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In these documents, we have provided responses to your various comments, concerns, and
information. If you have any questions
requests for clarification and additional inforOl..'ltion.
ques tions concerning this
information,. please contact Paul Snead at 919-546-2836 or me at 919-546-6992.
information,

Sincerely,
Sincerely.

Robert Kitchen
Manager - New Nuclear
Nuclea r Programs and Initiatives
lniliatives
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ENCLOSURE
ENCI.OSURE 1I

RESPONSE
SAce COMMENTS
RESP'OHSE TO U
USACE
COMMENTS

Response to Comments received by letter from the Department of Army
Jacksonville District Corps of Engineers, Panama City Regulatory Office
dated March 5, 2010
2010
Progress Energy Florida, Inc. (PEF) provides the below responses to the various comments,
US.
concerns, and requests (or
for clarification and additional information as requested in the U.s.
da ted March 5, 2010 (Amended
(Amend ed March 11, 2010).
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) letter dated
gene.ral and specific (review factors) comments included
Responses have been provided for the general
included
in the letter.

General Comments:
1. Comment:
Comn\e nt: The analysis of the alternative sites, as presented in the Section 404 Alternative
Allalysis, has mixed review factors, which cou.ld
could possibly be used to determine practicability,
Analysis,
"practicable" alternatives would have the least
with review factors to determine which of the "practicable"
impact on the aquatic ecosystem.
ecosystem . Ideally, using appropriate project specific criteria, the
practicable alternative sites are identified first. Then the practicable alternati
ve sites are
alternative
ana1yzed from an environmen
tal standpoint to determine which
w hich is the least damaging,
damaging.
analyzed
environmental
specifically in terms of impacts on the aquatic ecosystem. It is possible for the suite of
alternative sites reviewed under NEPA to be different from the suite of alternative sites
analyzed under the Guidelines. The Guidelines state
sta te in regard to the determination
determi nation of the
ided under section 404(b)(2), no discharge of dredged oorr
LEPDA at 23O.10(a): "Except as prov
provided
fill material shall be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discha
discharge
rge
which would have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative
does not have other significant adverse environmental consequences."
assumes
Response: This analysis assu
mes that all sites identified in previous documents (Evaluation
(Evaluatiotl
of Flo
riM
Sites
and
Levy
Nuclear
Plallt
Ullits
1
alld
2
[LNP)
Environmental
Report)
are
feasible
Florida
Plalll Units and
Ellvirollmelltal
sites. The Crystal River site was evaluated and it was determined that it was not-practicable
since it did not meet the purpose and need of the project. The no-action alternative was
evaluated and was determined to not meet the purpose and need of the project.
projecl. Both
Both
analysis. The analysis has been revised to
alternatives were therefore eliminated from the analysis.
(CFR)
focus on only review factors identified in the Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (efR)
alternative
230. After the least environmentally
environmenta lly damaging practicable al
ternative (LEDPA) site
evaluation, a secondary eva luation was done using the Public Interest Review factors
included in 33 CFR 320 to evaluate other Significant
significant adverse environmental consequences.
analyzed
fo und
2. Comment: All
AU of the practicable alternative sites must be an
alyzed using the criteria found
aq uatic ecosystem,
in the Guidelines to determine the LEDPA based on impacts to the aquatic
unless
unIe s an otherwise practicable alternative has other significant adverse environmental
anal ysis of the practicable alternatives must focus on the
consequences. The environmental analysis
aquatic ecosystem.
aquatic
Response: The document has been revised to focus on the aq
uatic ecosystem. The LEDPA
LEOPA
site determination uses only those specific review factors found in 40 CFR 230.
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Comment: Wetlands are a component of the aquatic ecosystem, which are identified in the
Gujd elin ~s as Waters of the United
U nited States, and as Special
SpeciaJ Aquatic Sites. The Guidelines are
arc
Guidelines
specificatio n for disposal sites for
specifically focused, as the title for Part 230 states, for the specification
evalua tion of the potential
dredged and fill material. The Guidelines explicitly require evaluation
a lternatives in regard to the Guidelines' factors
fa ctors on waters of the
tJ,e United
impacts of the alternatives
Altemntives Analysis for many
States, including wetlands. Discussions in the Section
Section 404 Alternatives
a reas of wetlands to be
review factors had no information or analyses regarding the large areas
impacted by the discharge of dredged and fill materials on the alternate plant sites and in
d red ged and
their associated transmission corridors. The Corps considers the discharge of dredged
po tentially hundreds of acres of wetlands, and thus the elimination of
fill material into potentially
resu lt from the construction of the
hundreds of acres of aquatic ecosystems, which would result
proposed project using anyone of the identified alternative sites, to constitute
constihtte the greatest
po
tential impact on the aquatic ecosystem associated with this pmject,
evaJua
ted under
potential
project, as eva
luated
G uidelines. Wetland impacts are emphasized in the analysis under the
the. Cuid
elines (See
the Gu.idelines.
Guidelines
230.1 (d)). Rankings and weightings used in an analysis under
und er the Guidelines should reflect
this emphasis.
a nalysis has been revised to focus on only review fac
tors identified in 40
Response: The analysis
factors
CFR 230 and the aquatic environment.
envi ronment. The Special Aquatic Sites review factor
fa ctor that included
included
ctor
the Wetlands specific criteria was weighted the highest of all review factors. This fa
factor
accounts for 28 percent of the weighting when determining the LEOPA
(6.25/223 =""
LEDPA score (6.25/22.3
28 percent, from Table 5.0-1).
5.0·1). Additionally, the review factor
fa ctor of Substrate evaluates direct
impacts to weUands.
wetlands. The combination of the weights of these two factors is approximately
33 percent ((6.25+1)/22.3
== 33 percent). The eval
evaluation
«6.25+1)/22.3 =
ua tion of other review factors has also been
revised to focus on the impacts to the wetlands related to th ose factors.
fa ctors. These facto rs are an
indirect measure on the wetlands, thereby increasing the overall weight
w~ight of wetlands in the
analysis. Several other review factors reflect potential impacts to wetlands:
wetlands: Currents
analysis.
Circulation or Drainage Patterns (one specific
s pecific criterion described
d escribed in text), Suspended
Particulates/
Particulates/ Turbidity, Water Quality, Habitat
Habita t for Fish and Other
O ther Aquatic Organisms,
Wildlife Habitat, Biological Availability of Possible Contaminants in Dred
ge or Fill Material,
Dredge
Water Source Impacts, Aesthetics
Aesth.etics of the Aquatic Ecosystem, and Indirect and Cumulative
Impacts {weights
[weights of the review factors respectively: 0.33, 0, 1,
I , It , 1, 0, 2, 1, 15].
1.5]. The weights of
forr an additional 35 percent of the total
these additional
additiona l review factors
facto rs combine fo
to ta l weighting
(7.83/22.3""
(7.83/22.3 = 35 percent), The weights of these additional review factors
fa ctors combine for an
additional 35 percent of the total clUuulative
cumulative weights to make wetla.tlds
wetlands being weighted
either directly or indirectly a total of
o f 68 percent of the total score used in the LEDPA
determination.

4. Comment:
or
Comment: Many of the rankings used in the analysis need more
m ore explanation and/
and/or
4.
stronger rationales. Also, in some cases ordinal rankings were used to rank the sites using
quantitative measurements of impacts. This is inappropriate, since ordinal rankings are no
nott
measured on ratio or even intervals scales. That is, the difference between first and second
has no quantitative
q\lantitative relationship to the difference between second and
ilnd third oorr any other
pair-wise
This can lead to misleading mathematical results in scoring the
pair. wise comparison. 11tis
alternatives.
Response:
ponse: Rankings have been revised for
fo r additional
addjtional clarification
cla rification as described in responses
Res
with
to the following specific comments.
commenlS. The ordinal ranking of sites has been replaced wi
th the
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ranking, based on the quartiles (or
factor. The quartiles
use of a quantitative rankin&
for each review factor.
percentile. S()th
S(}th percentile, and 75
75\1'th1 percentile) were calculated
based on the minimum
(25 th percentile,
calcu la ted based
and maximum data range for each specific factor. Quartiles were selected to assign values
tative data.
data . Quartiles describe the
revi ew factors that have quanti
for the scoring scale for
fo r review
qu antitative
spread of a distribution and can be more accurate than plots of the mean and standard
deviation for
fo r da
tasets that
tha t are asymmetric or contajn
datasets
contain outliers. Since the data associated with
the review factors contain only four data points and are usually asymmetric, quartiles were
deemed
appro priate for this analysis. Only the minimum
minim um and maximum va lu
lues
d eemed appropriate
es were used
U all four sites were used,
llsed, then the quartiles would
because there were only four sites. Ii
usually
us
ually produce a ranking that was identical to the ordinal ranking. This method was used ,
therefore, to produce a range of values so that quantitative differences could be evaluated to
deternline if sites should have identical ranking. For specific review factors w
where
determine
here a small
value
amount
unt of wetland impacts) the
tl1e site with the lowest value was
va lue was preferred (such as amo
assigned the maximum ranking (4 because four si
sites
luated).). If the site with the
tes were eva
evaluated
quartile/ then that site was also given the maximum rank
next lowest value was in the same quartile,
of 4~
4, otherwise the ranking would be assigned based on the quartile the value fell1Nithin.
fell within.
Therefore, sites in the same quartile had identical rankings, and an ordinal ranking was no t
TMEM-I02,
forced
forc
ed as occurred in the previous version of the Tech Memo (TMEM), 338884338884-TMEM-I02,
LNP Section
404(b)(l) Altematives
Seetioll 404(b)(1)
Alternntives Analysis,
Allnlysis, Rev. 3.
mo re explanation and/ or
5. Comment: Several of the weightings used in the analysis need more
stronger rationales; and may need adjustment.
tion and adjusted
Wcightings have been revised for additional clarifica
Response: Weightings
clarification
adjus ted as
d escribed in response to the foUowing
following specific comments.
described
ently proposed aatt the LNP, site includes impacts to salt marsh
6. Comment:
Comment: The project, as cun
currently
and tidal
o f the blowdown pipeline. These important impacts to
tidaJ creeks for the installation of
the aquatic ecosystem ddo
o not appear to be discussed nor accounted for as impo rtant
detrimental impacts associated with LNP in the report.
reporl Also, the most up-to-date wetland
information sho
should
uld be used for the LNP
L!,\TP site.
id the salt marsh that eal'lier
earlier
Response: The blowdown pipeline has been relocated to avo
Response:
avoid
ology was revised to use the site plan fo
forr the LNP
locations impacted. The analysis method
methodology
site as described
d escribed in the LNP
better
I..l\TP Environmental Report (ER). This should provide for betler
Commissio n (NRC) Requests for
consistency between the
ti1e U.S.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Additionallnformation
(RAls) and other documents as described
d escribed in Specific Conunent
Additiona l Information (RAls)
Comment' 36.
This site plan was then used to ddetermine
etermine impacts on the other
oU,er sites being analyzed. For the
o ther alternative sites, the site plan was rotated and placed near the site centerpoint, but
bu t was
site, To allow a
otherwise unmodified from
fro m that used to determine impacts o n the LNP site.
data. were used for all sites including
direct comparison between alternate sites, the FLUCCS data
the LNP site.
site. A ddetailed
etailed ddescription
escription on the applicability of the FLUCCS data for this
analysis has been added . Please also see response to Comment 11.b.(2).
tionale to use a weighting of 0 for those specific criteria,
7. Comment: The Corps accepts the ra
rationale
in which all of the sites rank the sam
e. The Corps believes that this
eaSily
same,
tltis will help
hel p to more easily
identify the LEOPA based on the rela tive difference among the practicable alternative sites
in regard to impacts on the aquatic ecosystem.
ecosystem .
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u sed in the revised analysis.
Response: Comment noted and the same methodology is used

Specific Comments (review factors)
Comment: Substrate: a. Total impact Area & b. Geologic Conditions.
Conditions. 230.11 (a) (Physical
(Physica l
1. Comment:
substrate
s ubstrate determinations)
d eterm.inations) and Subpart C, 230.20 (Substrate). This
TItis is an appropriate review
facto r in regard to impacts on the aquatic environment. However review as conducted does
d oes
factor
not appear appropriate. The review does not evaluate substrate in terms of the impact of the
discharge of dredged or fill material into the aquatic environment, including wetlands.
a re total land surface impacted and geologic conditions
Instead,
conctitions in
J:nstead, the specific criteria are
fact ors for determining the
regard to nuclear plant siting. These specific criteria are no
nott factors
the alternatives sites on the aquatic en
v ironment und
under
Guidelines, The Corps
environment
er the Guidelines.
impact of the
has no comment in regard to ranking and weighing, since inappropriate specific criteria
fa ctor in consideration of "practicabilityll
"practicability " of
Geologicall conditions could be a factor
were used. Geologica
for some projects.
alternative sites (or
fa ctor was retained in the revised analysis. The specific criteria were
Response: This review factor
replaced with a description oofr the wetland impacts related
rela ted to the type
ly pe of fill used for the
project.
Comment: Currents, Circulation, or Drainage Pa
PaHerns:
(Water
2. Comment:
tterns: Subpart A, 230.11 (b) (Wa
ter
circulation. fluctuation, and salinity
sa.l.i.ruly determinations), Subpart
SubpaIl' C.
C, 230.23 (Current patterns
circulation,
and water circulation), and Subpart C, 230.24 (Normal water fluctuations):
fluctuations) : This is an
fa ctor in regard to impacts oonn the aquatic
appropriate review factor
aq uatic environment. However, the
review focused only on the physical effects
clfects of cooling water intake and discharge.
dischOIge. No0
analysis was provided in regard to the effects on these fa cto
rs,
as
they
presently
the
ctors,
presenUy exist in lhe
forr
specific wetlands and waters, from
hom the discharge of dredged or
o r fill material, as proposed fo
the
effects
on
the
receiving
waters
of
the
directly
filled
wetlands
the
alternative
sites,
nor
for
U\e a lternative
no r
fill ed wellands
and waters.
waterS. Since the analysis is incomplete, the Corps has no comments in regard to
ranking or weighting.

Response:
Response: This review factor was retained in the revised analysis.
analys is. The specific criteria were
replaced with a description of shore erosion and baseflow as recommended in Specific
Comments
Conunents 7 and 9. Additionally, the cooling water description was removed from this
review factor, and the impacts to the aquatic
aq ua tic ecosystem were described to address Section
404b requirements.
Comment:t: Suspended Particulates/ Turbidity:
Turbictity: Subpart A, 230.11(c) (Suspended
3. Commen
particulates/turbidity
particulates/ turbidity determinations) and Subpart C, 230.21 (Suspended
particulates/
review
torr in regard to impacts on the
partirutates/ turbidity). This is an appropriate rev
iew fac to
aquatic environment. The ranking appears appropriate, since there is a reasonable
with Welter
water
expectation for the requirement for
fo r controls at all
aU fiv
fivee alternative sites to comply wW,
quality considerations.
Response: This review factor
facto r and ranking
rank.ing were retained in the revised analysis.

4. Comment:
rameters):
Commen t: Water Quality (Temperature,
(Tempera lure, Salinity Patterns, and other
o ther Pa
Parameters):
4.
Subpart A, 230.11 (b) (Water
(Wa ter circulation,
circu lation, nuctuation,
nuetuation, and salinity determinations); Subpart A
tion ddee terminations); Subpa
Subpart
SubpartC,
230.11 (d)
(d ) (Contamina
(Contamination
rt C, 230.22 (Water);
(Wa ter); and Subpart
C, 230.25

ENCLOSURE 1

RESPONSE TO USAGE
USACE (;()Mt.lENTS
COMMENTS
RESPONSE

(Salinity gradients). This is an appropriate review factor
fa ctor in regard to impacts on the aquatic
aq uatic
envirorunent. However, the review ap
pears to be incomplete, because it appears that there is
appears
environment.
no analysis of the impact in regard to these factors, which would directly result from the
5.0..3/
discharge of fill or dredged materials into waters and wetlands. According to Table 5.0-3,
sa lts in discharge water into
the rating was based on the relative difference
diiference of concentrated salts
si tes. But would the
different waterbodies (Gulf of Mexico vs. rivers) among the alternative siles.
ta water quality standards far
for such discharges, be
differences, assuming adherence to
sufficient to cause discemable and different negative impacts on the aquatic environment
among the alternatives? The ratings do not appear to be consistent between Table 5.0-1 and
Table 5.0-3.
5.0-3. It appears that this factor should include the water qquali
ty analysis, as described
uality
in #32 below (General Water Quality).
Response: This review factor
fa ctor was retained in the revised analysis. The specifiC
specific criteria were
des ription of impaired waters
waterS and
a nd other factors
fa ctors (mixing zone as
revised to include a description
impact· to waters and
addressed in Specific Comment 10) to aliow
allow evaluation of discharge impact
wetlands.
Floodpla in Values: Subpart A, 230.11(b) (Water circulation,
5.
5. Comment.
Comment: Flood Hazards and Floodplain
fluctuation, and salinity determinations); and Subpart C, 230.24 (Normal water
fluctuations). This appears to be an appropriate
appropr iate review factor in regard to impacts on the
aquatic environment. However, the ranking does not
nol seem appropriate. The ranking does
ong sites in regard to the
not take into account the relative quantitative differences am
a mong
wouJ d be impacted (See general
number of acres within the 1100-year
DO-year floodplain, which would
comment #4 above). Also, it appears
a ppears that counting
COWlting the transmission line impacts as having
reservoirs is
the same per acre impact as onsite dredge and fill for plant sites, including reservoirs,
inappropriate. Most of the wetland impacts associated with
wiLh transmission corridors are
vegetation clearing, and nnot
would
ot the discharge of fill or
Or dredged material, which wo
uld change
ground
capacity. See #11.b(1)
gTOund elevation, and thus affect floodplain capacity,
#11 .b(1) below for similar
comments in regard to assessment of wetland impacts associated with transmission
corridors,
corridors.
l

Response: This
factor was retained in the revised analysiS. The ranking was changed
ntis review (actor
because of the methodology change described in General Comment 4. The Transmission line
types of impacts to allow
impacts were also separated from other lypes
a llow fo r the differences of
clearingdearing- and fill-type impacts on the environment. The weighting of impacts for activities
where fill would be the major impact were weighted three times higher than those related to
clearing.type
(trans,mission line activities).
clearing-lype impacts (transptission
6. Commen
Comment:t: Storm,
Alternatives Aualysis
Analysis states that
Storm. Wave, and Erosion Buffers:
Buffers: The Section
Seetio" 404 Altematives
this was a quantitative analysis of risk factors
was
fa ctors for reliable power production. The review w
as
of the potential impacts of storm, wave and erosion on reliability of the plant (production)
and transmission lines (supply). Table 5.02 states that the weighting for these factors was
ta meet purpose and need of the project. Reliability
increased due to reliability requirements to
forr this project is potentially a (actor
factor in determining the
in regard to the
lhe overall purpose fa
Lhe
practicability of the alternative sites. This review factor is not appropriate to analyze the
aHe mative sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines.
impacts of the alternative
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Response: This review factor was removed from the LEDPA
LEOPA analysis.
analysis . This informaticn
information has
included in an evaJuation
thatt the site does
been induded
evaluation of the Crystal River site, which indicated tha
no t meet the purpose
purpcse and need ef
not
of the project of providing reliable power.
Accretiel': Subpart C, 230. 23 (Current
(Curren t patterns and water
7. Comment: Shore Erosion and Accretion:
a.nd 230.24 (Normal water flu
f]uctuatie
ns). This appears to be an aappropria
ppropriate
circu
lation) and
ctuations).
te
circulation)
to. impacts on the aqua
aquatic
ecosystem,., and the rating appears to be
review factor
(acter in regard to
tic ecosystem
appropriate,
included
apprcpriate, but it should probably be inclu
ded in #2 above.

Response:
LEOPA analysis, but has been
Response: This review factor was retained in the revised LEDPA
Circu lation, or Drainage Patterns," as described in
included in review factor "Currents, Circulation,
Specific Comment 2.
8. Comment: Aquifer Recharge: lbis
This does
to be a specific factor, which is directly
d oes not appear to.
of aquifer
referenced in the Guidelines. It may be appropriate to include some aspects cf
wa ter supplies),
recharge within the analysis in Subpart F, 230.50 (Municipal and private water
w hich is #16 below.
belcw. Also, aquifer
aq ulfer recharge may be an appropriate
appro priate analysis in terms of
which
grcundwater, and
secondary impacts from the project in regard to the disruption cf
of groundwater,
u11pacls on lhe
o( wetlands in aareas
reas located within and adjacent to the
therefore, impacts
the hydrology of
a lternative sites (See Subpart E, 230.41(b).
Response: This review factor was retained in the revised LEDPA
LEOPA analysis, but has been
lndirect and Cumulative
Cu.mu lative Impacts," as described in this comment
included in review factor ""Indirect
35).
(see Specific Conunent 35).

9. Comment:
Baseflow: It appears that this review factor
CO.mment: 8asenow:
I1tctor could be a component of #2 above,
wculd be a component of Subpart C, 230.24
230,24 (Normal water fl
fluuctuations).
ctuations).
since baseflow would
does nc
nott appea.r
appear to be an analYSis of the impacts on the baseflows of receiving waters
There dces
from the discharge of fill or dredged materials
ma terials into wetlands and waters.
waters. In regard to the
of rivers be
the. Section 404 Altenratives
Altematives Analysis,
AnalysiS, would baseflows cf
analysis, as presented in the
regulatory
affected permanently or just fo
forr the filling of the reservoir? Would there not
ne t be reguJatory
requirements to maintain baseflow after reserveir
reservoir filling? How would the answers to these
alterna tive sites?
questions affect ranking of the alternative
Response:
facto r was retained in the revised LEDPA
LEOrA analysis, bu
butt has been
Respon se: This review factor
"Currents. Circulation, or Drainage Patterns," as ddescribed
escribed in
included in review factor "Currents,
Specific Comment 2.
10. Comment: Mixing Zone: This review factor
component of #4 above.
fa ctcr would seem to
to. be a ccmponent
facto r was retained in the revised LEOrA
LEDPA analysis, but has been
Response:
Resp on se: This review factor
review factor "Water Quality," as described
d escribed in Specific Comment 4.
included in review
11.
(Potential Impacts on Special
11 . Special Aquatic Sites: Subpart E (Potentiallmpacts
Specia l Aquatic
Aq uatic Sites).
Comment: 11.a.
11 .a . Sanctuaries, Refuges, Endangered Species Habitat:
H abita t: Subpart E, 230.40
species).
(Sanctuaries and refu ges) and Subpart D, 230.30 (Threa tened and endangered species).
Reference is made to endangered species habitat here, but this should
be
a
component
shcuJd
eoff the
analysis for the review factor
fa ctor at #14 below. Sanctuaries and refuges
ref'uges comprise an appropriate
appropria te
in
regard
to
impacts
on
the
aquatic
ecosystem.
The
rankings
given
in
Table
review factor
ractcr
ecosystem . TI1e
5.0-1 do not
ne t appear to be consistent with the description of impacts in Section 4.2.1.1 of
or the
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Section
Analysis. Specifically, the Highlands site is described
Sectioll 404 Alternatives
Altemntives Annlysis.
d escribed in the text as
potentia
lly affecting this review factor, but given a ranking
rankll'lg of 5 in the table, while the Dixie
potentially
site is given a ranking of 2 and no impacts are described in the text. Assuming that the table
mistakenly reversed the rankings for the Dixie and Hjghland
Highland sites, is the ranking
tanking for the
rela tive to the Dixie site appropriate, since the Crystal River site is an
Crystal River site re.lative
electricall power generation
gen eration site, as opposed to the Dixie site, which is a greenfield?
existing electrica
of- the alternatives
Weighting for this fa ctor may be too heavy, since it appears that none of
directly impact exis
ting sa
nctuari es or refuges.
existing
sanctuaries
refu ges.

Response: Endangered species habitat has been ind
included
ud ed as part of the
the ""Endangered
Endangered or
lhrea tened Species," review factor (sec
(see Specific Comment 14). The site rankings have been
Threa
escribed in General Comment 4 and to fix the
revised based on the methodology ddescribed
II .a. The weighting
transposition of rankings described in Specific Comment 11.a.
weigh ting was reduced
to a 1 as indicated in this comm
comment.
ent.
1l.b. FLUCCS
Impacts: Subpart E,
E,230.41
Comment: 11.b.
FLUCes Wetlands lmpacts:
230.41 (Wetlands).
(1) Transmission Line Corridors Wetland lmpacts
Impacts - The public notice, which was issued for
this project by the Corps on Mardi
March 16, 2009, and which used wetland impact
information provided by PEF, stated that the proposed LNP project would
w ould impact
etlands for transmission lines. PEF RAJ response #NPDapproximately 355 acres of w
wetlands
NRC-2009-I46
NRC-2009-146 includes a table, which shows potential wetland impacts based on FLUes
for LNP transmission lines. The w
wetland
etland impacts shown on the table tota1354.61
to tal 354,61 acres.
This is approximately 25%
25 % of the wetland impacts as shown for transmission line
404 Alternatives
impacts based on FLUes for LNP in Table 4.2.1.2.-1 ooff the Section
Sectioll404
Altemalive,
Analysis. NPD-NRC-2009-146
transmiSS ion
NPD-NRC-2009-I46 also includes a table, which shows that when transmission
lines for LNP are assessed on a per-impact site basis, there are 55.5 acres of wetland fill
impact and 203.44 acres of wetland clearing impact
impact. This equates to about 55%
% of the
impact to wetlands for the transmission lines wouJd
filling
of
would resul
resultt from fillin
g and about 20% of
the impact to wetlands for wetland clearing on a wetland acreage basis. Using these
4.2.1.2.-1
percentages Table 4.2.1
.2.-1 is modified below to avoid significant over-counting
over-colUlting of
lTansmission lines when added to wetland
with
wetland impacts associated w
ith transmission
w etland fill impacts
site
te development, reservoirs and off-site corridors.
corrid ors. Using the 5%
associated with plant si
wetland
and 20 % factors, as determined above, proportional wetl
and impacts
impaclS from
(rom filling and
approximated
forr the oother
sites, so as to provide some
dclearing
earing could be approxima
ted fo
ther alternative sites"
basis of uniform comparison of impacts among the transmission corridors for the
lhc
al
temative sites.
alternative
Response: The transmission line impacts have been separated into fill and clearing impacts
in Table 5.0-1
5.0-1.. AdditionaUy,
Additionally, the acres of impacts have been a djusted by 6 percent (fill) and
1I.b(1). Rationale for
20 percent (clearing) as indicated in Specific Comment 11.b(1).
(or the percentages
evaluation
is supported by an eval
uation of the types of impacts based on the LNP project.
project. A typical
pad is 120 feet by 140 feet
feet which is approximalely
approximately 0.4 acre. Assuming a tower spacing of
feet, the fiJi
fill impact wou
would
tely 6 percent of
1,300 feet with a ROW width of 220 fcct,
ld be approxima
app roximately
of
/ 4,3560 ft
It -= 6.6 acre,;
acres; (0.4 ac./ 6.6 ac.)"100
. c.)'100 =- 6%].
6%]. Any
the ROW corridor [(1,300 It'220
ft'220 It)
ft)/4,3560
vegetation clearing in wetland areas would use restrictive clearing techniques; it is assumed
wetlands in
in the actual
actual ROW would require clearing.
that approximately 20 percent of wetJands
dearing.

Comment:
ll.b. FLUCCS
Comment n.b.
FLUCes Wetlands Impacts: Subpart E, 230.41 (Wetlands).
(Wetlands).
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(2) Table 4.2.1.2-1 is also modified to
Lo include the wetland acreages for development of the
LN P site as identified in the public notice.
notice.

Response: The table of wetland impacts (renumbered as Table 4.1.6.1-1) has been modified
suggested . For the LNP site the wetland impacts
to separate the clearing and fill impacts as suggested.
on the FLUCCS data as described in Genera
Generall Comment 6.
are based On
6. The National Wetlands
Inventory (NWI) values have also been removed from this ta
ble because they were not used
table
in the analysis to determine the LEDPA site There is a djscrepancy
djscrepancy between the fifieldelddelineated wetlands and the wetlands identified using the FLUCCS data fo
forr the LNP site.
acres of wetlands have been delineated, while the FLUCCS data
On the LNP site, 2,967.8 actes
fo r the same area. Therefore, it is problematic to compare the fieldhave 1,666.7 acres for
th the FLUCCS identified wetlands on the other
delineated wetlands on the LNP site wi
w ith
alternate sites.
sites. The FLUCCS data are therefore used for all sites, including LNP, in this
analysis to allow for a direct compa
comparison
Na tionall Wetlands Inventory (NWI)
rison of sites. Nationa
(NWl) data
ana.lysis
were not used in this analysis since it is usually more generic than the FLUCCS data, while
FLUCCS was developed specifically to characterize Flo
Florida
FLUCC;
rida land cover and land-use classes.
classes.
Because the phot<rinterpretation
photo-interpretation is completed on a regional basis by each Water
closely
ly tailored to Florid
Flo ridaa sites and
Management District, FLUCCS classifications are more close
often more accurate than the NWI, which is a national classification system.
system.
tive
alternative
Since this analysis uses the FLUCCS data on the LNP site to directly compare all alterna
sites, an evaluation was perfo
rmed to ensure the propriety of
o f the use of FLUCCS data
da ta in this
performed
comparative
tive analysis for all four sites. This analysis used current
cunent and historic aerial photos,
compara
landuse,
alternative
information for the alterna
tive sites in evaluating the
existing land
use, and soils iniormation
analysis. The FLUCCS data
applicability of the FLUCCS data for use in the LEDPA analysis.
underestimate
amount of wetlands on the LNP site due to previous disturbance and
und
etestimate the amou.nt
agricultural uses. The oother
th er alternative sites have similar types of disturbances and uses and
wetlands
FLUCCS would likely underestimate the amount of w
etlands on those sites. Therefore since
su'\ce
the LEDPA evaluation is a relative comparison among sites, and the FLUCCS data likely
underestimate wetlands oonn all sites, the conclusions reached by using the FLUCCS data are
appropriate for use in the analysis. The public notice will be updated in the future to reflect
refl ect
delineation.
the finalized jurisdictional wetland delineation.
Comment: 11
11.b.
(Wetlands).
.b. FLUCCS We tlands Impacts: Subpart E, 230.41 (We
tlands).
(3) The Corps' additions to the table below are highlighted yellow and gray.
gray. Categories
are underlined
underlined.. (Table provided in USACE
where these additions were made aJe
USACE letter).
4.1.6.1.1) has been modified
Response: The table of wetland impacts (renumbered as Table 4.1.6.1-1)
Fo r the LNP site
sit the wetland impacts
to separate the clearing and fill impacts as suggested . For
6. The National Wetlands
are based on the FLUCCS data as described in General Comment 6.
lnventory (NWI) va
values
removed
from
inventory
lues have also been rem
oved fro
m this table because they were not
no t used
in the analysis to determine the LEDPA
LEOPA site.

Comment: nll.b.
.b. FLUCCS Wetlands Impacts: Subpart E, 230.41 (Wetlands).
(Wetlands).
(4) The ranking of the alterna
tive sites should take into account the relative
rela tive quantitative
quantita tive
alternative
tha t would be
differences among sites in regard to the number of acres of wetlands that
aifected or eliminated by the alternati
alternatives
general conunent
above). It may be
affected
ves (See generaJ
co mment #4 above).
appropriate to have separate rankings and weightings for wetland impacts, which result
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from clearing only versus elimination of wetlands by the discharge of dredged or fill
material
Weighting(s)
material Weigh
ting(s) for this factor should take into the account that under the
Guidelines the discharge of dredged and fill material into potentially hundreds of acres
of wetlands, and thus the elimination of hundreds of acres of aquatic ecosystems, which
ect using anyone of the
would result from the construction of the proposed proj
project
identified alternative sites, would likely constitute the greatest
grea test potential impact on the
aquatic ecosystem associated with this project.
account for the
Response: The ranking methodology has been revised to account"
lhe quantitative
Transtnission line impacts have also been
differences described in General Comment 4. Transmission
separa led
clearing and fill as described previously. The
ted to account for impacts related to dearing
weighting factor for the onsite direct impacts has been increased to 4 and the Special
Aquatic Sites weighting has been increased so that this review factor alone accounts for 28%
LEOPA site.
(6.25/22.3 - 28%) of the determination of the LEDPA
.c. High Quality Wetlands: Subpart E, 230.41 (Wetlands).
(WeUands). On page 41 of Section
Comment: 11
11.c.
rmlysis is a list of specific FLUes
tegories
4.2.1.2 of the Secti01l
Section 404 Altenmtives
Alternatives A
Analysis
F:LUCS wetland ca
categories
prising high quality wetlands.
wetlands. Text in Section 4.2
4,2 .1.2
.1 .2 states: "In addition,
comprising
identified as com
the Sta
State
val ue of functions for
te of Florida generally considers wetlands that provide a high value
ud es freshwater marsh and wet
uality wetlands." The list excl
excludes
fish and wildlife as high qquality
prairies, which the Corps considers to be of very high quality. According to the tables in
Atlnlyris (Teshwater
Appendix C of the Sectiorl404
Section 404 AltenUlf;'ues
Alternatives Analysis
freshwater marsh and wet prairies
comprise many hundreds of acres on several of the alternative sites and within the
transmiss
ion corridors. The Corps considers "low quality" wetlands to be those tha
transmission
thatt have
suffered substantial impacts, such as wetlands converted to pine plantations. Therefore, this
sulfered
analysis, as conducted, appears to be inappropriate.
inappropriat . This factor
fa ctor should likely be deleted,
deleled,
on of high quality wetlands,
w etlands, which is acceptable to
unless the applicant develops a definiti
definition
analysis.
the Corps, and w hich can be quantified for this a,
na lysis. Note:
No te: The Corps has a sirrtilar
similar
concern in regard to the analysis, as provided in Enclosure
D# L-0569
£"closure 1, page 38, PGN RAll
RA IID#
in regard to the identification of wet1ands
wetlands as being high quality. The text specifies that high
quality wetlands are "Freshwater forested/ shrub wetland ". This definition of high quality
exclude
eshtarine/ salt marshes and wet prairies.
wetlands would excl
ude freshwater and estuMine/

from the analysis as indicated.
Response: This review factor was eliminated (Tom
Hd. Vegetated Shallows:
Sh allows: Subpart E, 230.43 (Vegetated shallows). This is an
Comment: lld.
Comment:
appropria te review factor in regard to impacts on the aquatic ecosystem. The rankings and
weighting appear appropriate.
Response: This review factor, ranking, and weighting were retained in the revised analysis.
analysis.
H.e.
Comment: 11
.•. Riffle and Pool Complexes:
Complexes: Subpart E, 230.45 (Riffle and pool complexes).
This is an appropriate review factor
ecosystem . The
fa ctor in regard to impacts on the aquatic ecosystem.
rankings and weighting appear appropriate.
Response: This review factor, ranking,
ranking.. and weighting were retained in the revised analysis.
D. 230.31 (Fish,
Comment:
12. Co
mment: Habitat
Habital for Fish and Other Aquatic Organisms: Subpart D.
crustaceans, mollusks, and other aquatic organisms in the food web). This is an appropriate
review factor to evaluate impacts of the alternatives on the aquatic ecosystem. However, the
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analysis does not account for the substantial impact of the discharge of dredged and fill
(aquatic)) organisms
materials into wetlands, and thus on the wetland (aquati
o rganisms present
presen t in the affected
wetlands. Rankings for impacts to open water crossings do n ot appear to take into account
the relative
metric.
rela tive quantitative
quanti tative diffe rences among sites in regard to this metric.

Response:
factor
alysis. The rankings among the
This review fa
ctor was retained in the revised an
analysis.
Res ponse: 11tis
measure as described in General Comment 4. This review
sites were based on a quantitative mC!asure
factor
wass also m odified to better reflect the impacts caused
fa ctor description wa
ca used by discharge and
fUJ on
on the aquatic
aqua tic environment and organisms.
fill
Comment: Wildli!e
Habita
Subpart
Wildlife Habi
ta t: Su
bpart D, 230.32 (Other w
wilildli!e).
dlife). This appears
a ppears to be an
13. Comment
appropriate review factor in regard to impacts on the aquatic ecosystem, but the analysis
conform
Specifically,
rm to that required by 230.32. Speci
ficall y, the analysis should
sho uld focus
ddoes
oes nnot
ot appear to confo
on the impact of the discharge of dredged and fill materi
al into the aquatic environment,
material
especially wetlands, and the impact on wildlife species, which use or depend
d epend on wetlands,
such as many reptiles, amphibians, mammals, and birds.
birds. Due to the variability
va riability of the size of
the areas of weUands
wetlands and types of wetlands that would be impacted on the various
alternative sites, there would likely be substantial differences among the sites regarding
impacts on wildlife.
wildlife.
Response:
factor
lysis. The description of this
This review
rev iew fa
ctor was retained in the revised ana
analysis.
Response: 11tis
modified to include the impacts on the aquatic ecosystem and wetlands.
review factor
fa ctor was modified
wetlands,
facto r was further modifi
modified
uantitative evaluation of sites
The review factor
ed by the inclusion of a qquantitative
based oon
n FLUCCS
Pl..UCCS codes related to wildlife species.
D, 230.30 (Threatened and
14. Comment: Endangered or Threatened Species: Subpart 0,
Endangered Species). This appears to be an appropriate review factor in regard to impacts
ternative sites sho
should
oon
n tlle
alternative
uld take into account the
the aquatic ecosystem. The ranking of the al
relative quantitative
q uantitative differences among sites in regard to the metrics used to quantify
threatened
impacts on endangered or threa
tened species that would result from the alternatives (See
general comment #4 above). It would seem that analysis of
o f impacts on habitats used by
endangered and threatened species shou
ld be included in this review factor, rather than in
should
#11 .a above.
#l1
facto r was retained in the revised analysis. The analysis of impacts
Response: This review factor
on habitats used by endangered and threatened species was included in this review factor as
indica ted in Specific Comment 14. The rankings among the sites were based on
indicated
on a
quantitative measure as described in General Comment 4.
15. Comment: Biological Availability of Possible Contaminants in Dred
Dredge
ge or Fill Material:
230.111 {d}
(d) (Contaminant determina
determinations).
pears to be an appropriate
Subpart B, 230.1
tio ns). This ap
appea.rs
appropriatE!
factor. Ranking and weighting seems appropriate,
wouJd be a reasonable
a ppropriate, since there would
all fifive
expecta tion of appropriate controls at aU
ve sites to comply with water quality standards.
stand ards.

Respon se: This review factor, ranking, and weighting were retained
r etained in the revised analysis.
Response:
Comment: Municipal
MunicipaJ and Private Water Supplies, Water Conservation
Conserva tion:: Subpart F, 230.50
16. Conunent:
(MuniCipal and
and priva
private
ter ssupplies).
(Municipal
te wa
water
upplies). This appears to be an appropria te factor in regard
rega rd
aqua tic ecosystem. Rankings of the al
alterna
to impacts on the aquatic
terna tive sites for
fo r 16.a appear

"
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appropriate in light of explanation in text,
tex t, though weighting may be too heavy. Rankings
appear to be.
be appropriate for 16.
16.b
and weightings appear
b and 16.c.

factor, ranking, and weighting were retained in the revised analysis.
Response: This review factor,
Specific Comment 16 indicates that the weighting [or
for the Number of Potable wells and
ppropriate.. The weighting fo
forr Water Availabili
ty Impacts was
Distance to Potable wells is a ppropriate
Availability
fresh
retained since the use of fres
h ssurface
urface water must be consistent with State water policy and
and.
applicable regulations. F10rida
Florida Statutes
Statu tes (FS) 373 provides for Water Policy that encourages
the use of reclaimed water where feasible, requires the use of water of the lowest
lowes t acceptable
quality for the intended purpose, and manda
mandates
of water from sources nearest the
tes the use Of
the
area of use wherever practical. The corresponding regulation (Florida Administrative Code
(FAq 62-302) also designates
urface water bodies as Outstanding Florida
Florid a Waters
designa tes specific ssurface
National
and Outstanding Na
tional Waters. The FDEP policy is to provide
provid e the highest
h ighest level or
protection to these waters
any
wa ters and to prevent an
y ddegradation
egradati ort of
o f water quality. A number of
listed
include the Suwannee River,
rivers and coastal areas are lis
ted in FAC 62-302 and indude
Withlacoochee River, Lake Rousseau,
CrystalLRiver and many other rivers tha
Withlacoochce
Rousseau., Cedar Key, Crysta
that"t
could be considered cooling water sources.
Therefore, the criteria ranking used reflect U,e
the difficulties associated with surface water
supply ddevelopment
evelopment in Florida
ted loca
tion meets the goals of the State
Sta te water
wa ter
Florida.. The sel
selected
location
poEcy and scored high in this site selec
tion category, i.e. reclaimed water is not available in
policy
selection
neededi lower qua
quality
wa ter (seawater) is available in the
the area oorr in the quantities needed;
lity water
location;
sources
vicinity of the plant loca
tio n; and nearby ssurface
urface water sow
ces are regulated to the highest
standards
Outstanding
sta
nd ards as Outstand
tive use.
ing Waters making it unrealistic to consider their consump
consumptive
use.
1?
an d
17. Comment: Recreation and Conunercial
Commercia l Fisheries: Subpart F, 230.51 (Recreational and
commercial fisheries). This is an appropriate review factor in regard to impacts on the
aquatic
aq
uatic environment.
Res ponse: This review factor,
fa cto r, ranking, and weighting were rretained
Response:
etained in the revised analysis.
ther Water-related Recreation:
recreation)..
Other
Recrea tion: Subpart F, 230.52 (Water-related recreation)
18. Comment: O
This is an approp
riate rev
iew fa
cto r in regard
rega rd to project impacts on the aquatic environment,
environm ent,
appropriate
review
factor
and the
lhe rankings and weighting appear to be appropriate as well.
well.

facto r, ranking, and weighting were retained in the revised analysis.
Response: This review factor,
19. Comment: Aesthetics ooff the Aquatic Ecosystem: Subpart 230.53 (Aesthetics). This is an
appropriate review factor in regard to the review of impacts to the aquatic ecosystem. In
regard to the rankings, it seems based on the narrative at.
at 4.3.4 in the Sech'on
Sectioll 404 Altematives
thatt if Highlands.
Highlands, Dixie and Putnam are rated 3 due to new visual impacts to
Analysis, tha
Allalysis,
wate,
r ways, and Crystal River is rated 5, since it is an exis
tin g industrial facility,
facili ty. then LNP
LN P
waterways,
existing
CanaJ and
should probably be rated 4 due to impacts on the Cross Florida Barge Canal
recreationall lands, which would result from construction and operation
surrounding state recreationa
of the proposed barge slip facility
facility,l water intake structure, and haul road .

factor
Response: This review fac
tor and weighting were retained in the revised analysis.
analysis. The
ranking for
fo r this review factor has been adjusted as indicated in Specific Comment 19 to be
consistent with text in section 4.1.14.
4.1.14.
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20. Comment: Parks, National and Historic Monuments, etc.:
2'30.54 (Parks, national
nationa l
etc.: Subpart F, 230.54
and historic monuments, etc.). This is an'
an appropria
appropriate
ctor in regard to impacts on
te review fa
factor
appear
ppropriate.
a r aappropriate.
the aquatic ecosystem . The rankings and weighting appe,
ranking, and weighting were retained in the revised analysis.
Response: This review factor, ranki.ng,
21.. Comment: Traffic/Transportation
Traffic/ Transportation Patterns: This is not a fa
ctor for determining
21
factor
determ.ining the impact
of alternative sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor in
"practicability" of
o( alternative sites (or
consideration of the "practicability'!
for some projects.
projects.
factor
LEDPA an
alysis; however, this review
tor was not used in the LEOPA
aualysis;
Response: This review fac
factor was included in the evaluation of
o( Public Interest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
document.
revised document.
This is not
n.ot a factor for determining the
22. Comment: Energy Consumption or Generation: Thls
alterna tive sites on the aquatic environment under
under the Guidelines. It
It could be a
impact of alternative
fa
ctor in considera
consideration
"practicability" of alternative sites
tion of the "practicabilityn
si tes for some projects.
factor
Response: This review factor was not used in the LEDPA analysis; however, this review
factor was included in tile
the evaluation of Public interest
lnterest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
revised document.
23. Comment: Navigation: This is not a factor for
fo r determining the impact of alternative sites on
could be a fac
tor in consideration of the
the.
factor
the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It couJd
"practicability" of alternative sites for some projects.
LEDPA analysis; however,
however. this review
Response: This review factor was not used in the LEOPA
Sec tion 4.2 of the
factor was included in the evaluation of Public Interest Review
Revi ew Factors in Section
revised document.
24. Comment: Safety: This is not a fac
factor
for determining the impact of al
ternative sites on the
tor fot
alternative
aqu atic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor in consideration
aquatic
considera tion of the
"practicability"
(or some projects.
ticability" of alternative sites for
"praC
TItis review factor
Response: This
f<letor was not used in the LEOPA analysis;
analysis; however, this review
factor was included in the evaluation of Public Interest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
revised document.
25. Comment~
tes on
Comment: Air Quality: This is not a factor for
(or determining the impact of alternative si
sites
factor
fo r some projects for
the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a fa
ctor for
"other adverse environmen
environmental
consequences",
6, 230.10(a).
tal conseq
uences", as found in Subpart B,
Response: This review factor was not used in the LEDPA
alysis; however, this review
LEOPA an
a nalysis;
fa ctor was included
evaluation of Public Interest Review Factors
Section 4.2 of the
factor
induded in the evaJuation
Pactors in ~ction
revised document.
26. Comment: Noise: 11tis
TItis is not a factor
fa ctor for determining the impact of alternative sites on the
'!other
aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor for some projects for "other
adverse environmental consequences", as found in Subpart B, 230.10(a).
230.10(a).

"
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however. this
lhis review
Response: This review factor was not used in the LEOPA analysis; however,
induded i.n
uation of Public Interest
lnterest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
factor was included
in the eval
evaluation
revised document.

Historic properties:
properties: This is not a factor for determining the impact of alternative
27. Comment: Historic
uld be a factor
could
fa ctor in consideration
sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It co
of the "practicability"
"practicability ll of alternative sites for some projects.
Response:
ctor was not used in the LEOPA
LEDPA analysis; however, this review
factor
Respon se: This review fa
fa ctor was included in the evaluation of Public Interest
lnterest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
factor
revised documenl
document.

28. Co mment: Lnnd
Classification : This is not a factor
fa ctor for
fOT d
determi..tting
Land Use Classification:
etermining the impact of
alternative sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor in
consideration of the "practicability" of alternative sites for some projects.
projects .
Response:
fa ctor was not used in the LEOPA analysis; however, this review
Res
ponse: This review factor
uation of Public interest
factor was included in the eval
evaluation
Interest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
revised document.

29. Comment: Economics: This is not a factor for
etermining the impact of alternative sites on
fo r ddetermining
the aquatic environment under the Guidelines,
fa ctor in consideration of the
Guidelines. It could be a factor
"practicability" of alternative sites for some projects.
Response:
Response: This review factor was not used in the LEDPA
analysis; however, this review
LEOPA analysis;
factor was included in the evaJuation
evaluation of Public Interest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
revised document.

30. Comment: Prime Farmland [mpacts:
ctor for determining the impact of
lmpacts: 'This
This is not a fa
factor
alternative sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor in
consideration of the "practicability" of alternative sites for some projects.
Response: This review fa
ctor was not used in the LEOPA analysis;
analysis; however,
however. this review
factor
factor was inch.lded
view Factors
Fact rs in Section 4.2 of the
included in the evaluation of Public Interest Re
Review
revised document
document..
Pl'Oduction: This is not a factor for determining the impact of
31. Comment: Food and Fiber Production:
alternative sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor in
prarocability" of alternative si tes for some projects.
consideration of the II"practicability"

U,e LEOPA analysis; howevCf,
fa ctor was not used in the
however, this review
Response: This review factor
uation of Public Interest Review Factors in Section 4.2 of the
factor was included in the eval
evaluation
revised document.
32,
32. Comment: General Water Quality:
Quality: This appears to be an appropriate part of the analysis of
for this specific
the alternative sites
si tes on water quality, but probably more appropriate for
(Wate.r Quality)
analYSis
analysis to be included as a component of the water quality analyses in #4 (Water
above.
Response: l1tis
factorr was combined with the wa
ter quality review factor as
'11tis review facto
water
indicated in Specific Comment 32.

"
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33. Comment
ctor (o
Comment: Mineral needs. This is not a fa
factor
forr determining the impact of alternative sites
on the aquatic environment
e.nvironment under the Guidelines. It could be a factor in consideration of the
some
"practicability"
me projects.
"practicabiliti ' of alternative sites for so
Response: This review factor was not used in
in the LEDPA analysis; however, this review
ew Factors in Section 4.2 of the
Review
factor was included in the evaluation of Public Interest Revi
document.
revised document

34. Comment: Considerations of Property Ownership: This review fa ctor included five specific
ve specific criteria are not
no t appropriate for determining
criteria. This review factor and its fifive
al terna tives sites on the aquatic environment under the Guidelines. They
the impact of alternatives
projects .
"practicabilityll" of alternative sites for some projects.
could be factors in consideration of "practicability
Response: This review factor
fa ctor was not used in the LEDPA analysis; however, this review
factor was included in the eva
evaluation
luation of Public Interest Review
Re vie w Factors
Facto rs in Section 4.2 of the
revised document.

Impacts; Subpart B, Part 230.1l(g)
230.11 (g)
35. Comment: Summary of Indirect and Cumulative Impacts:
(Determination
cumula
(Determina
tion of cu
mula tive effects on the aqua
tic ecosystem) & (h). (Determination of
aquatic
secondary effects on the aquatic ecosystem). Under the Guidelines these are appropriate
factors when used to specifically analyze the:
sit s (including
the impa<.i:s
impacts of the alternate sites
(actors
tran smission corridors associated with eac.h
ecosystem and
transmission
each alternative site) on the aquatic ecosystem,
in the case of this proposed project,
p roject, especia
lly w
wetl
ands. Section 4.4 of the
Lhe. Section
Section 404
especially
etlands.
Alternatives Allalysis
Analysis specifically references NEPA for this analysis. However, this analysis
should use terms, definitions and other information for secondary and cumulative effects
pu.rsuant
pursuant 1'0
to the citations above in the Guidelines, not for NEPA.
Response: This review factor was retained in the revised anal
ysis. The specific criterion of
analysis.
Aquifer Recharge was added to this review f-acto
SpecifiCComment 8.
8. The
factorr as indicated
indica ted in Specific
name of this
Lhis review factor was changed to secondary and cumulative effects
ef-fects as indicated in
Specific Comment 35.
36. Comment: In regard to the determination of the acreage impacts (wetlands and uplands)
ut for LNP, as described in
layout
using a typical layout approach based on the conceptual layo
Section 1.4 of the Section 4fJ4.
difCcrences in onsite
onsit'e
404 AltemnHves
Alternah'ves Analysis, please explain the differences
ry Information
(orr Alternative Sites" on
on
"Summary
information of Impacts fo
impacts, as shown in Table 1.4-1, "Summa
llemnlives Analysis,
AMlysl's, with that provided in PEPs
Sectioll 404 A
Alternatives
PEF's response da ted
page 17 of the Sedioll
Ifon·site" impact
September 3, 2009 to NRC RAl #2.4.1-3. Table 1.4-1 shows 441 acres of "on-site"
while Table 2.4.1-3-003 in the RAJ
while:
lIon_
RAI response shows a total of 627.1 acres of permanent "onsite" impact and 149.7 acres of temporary "on-site"
acrea ges shown in
"on-site" impact. Should the acreages
tion of areal impacts used in the Section 404
1.4-1 and subsequent oo'ther
ther determina
determination
Table 1.4-'
Antilysis, be modified to be more reflective of that shown in the RAI response?
Alternatives Analysis,
Response: The site layouts used to determine the w
etland impacts have been revised for
wetland
this analysis. The analysis me thodology was revised to use the site plan for the LNP site as
Lhis
de termine impacts on the other
described in the LNP ER. This site plan was then used to determine
site.
sites being analyzed . For the other alternative sites, the site plan was placed near the site
centerpoint, but was otherwise unmodified (rom
from that used to determine impacts on the LNP
ts with other
o ther more recent
impacts
site. This should provide better consistency in acreage impac
documents. The offsite and tTansmission
transmission corridor impacts were based on typical

"
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_requirements
r equirements and then furthe r refined based on site-specific constraints.
constraints. 11Us
This approach
aU four sites.
allowed for a consistent methodology to be applied to all
sites. It should be noted that
cakulate impacts on the
the Wetland Mitigation Plan uses the field delineated wetlands to calculate
LNP site, while this document uses FLUCCS data to determine the amount of wetland
impacts for the LNP site (please see a more detailed explanation of this in the USACE June
17 letter response document response to Comment #3 ... This alterna tives analysis
anaJysis document
docu ment
presen ts the LNP wetland impacts using different definitions of off-site
off~site and on-site than the
presents
WMP to allow for direct comparisons with the other alternative si tes. For instance some
impacts that the WMP includes as "on-site" have been included in the transmission line
impacts. (The WMP defines all impacts occurring on the PEF owned property as onsite,
yard .) This
while this document defines the transmission corridor as starting aatt the switch
switchyard
altematives
alternatives analysis includes the temporary and permanent impacts while the WMP
perma_n ent impacts. Therefore any minor inconsistencies in the two
focuses on only the permanent
documents are d ue to methodological
melhodological differences required as part of completing two
separate analyses that have different purposes.

"
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Response to Comments received by letter from the Department of Army
Jacksonville District Corps of Engineers, Panama City Regulatory Office
dated June 17, 2010
following
USACE and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
P EF provides the fo
Uowing responses to the
Lhe USACE
9, 2010, with PEF and its consultants,
(EPA) comments discussed during a meeting held on June 9,2010,
(N"Rq and its consultants.
USACE,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Regula tory Commission (NRC)
U5ACE, EPA, and the U.s.
Responses have been provided for the additional cotlunents
comments included in the letter dated
June 17, 2010.

Comments
1 . Comment:
al ternative site is
Comment. The Corps acknowledges that PEF considers the Crystal River alternative
o( concerns of reliability, and that PEF will document this in a
not practicable in light of
revised alternatives analysis.
Response: Comment acknowledged"
analysis
Crysta l
acknowledged, the revised alternative ana
lysis documents the Crystal
River si
site
as
not
practicable.
practicable.
te
2.
2. Comment: The:
The Corps informed PEF that the Corps had revised the overall project purpose
accura tely describe the scope of the geographic search area fo r alternative sites, as
to more accurately
fo
llows:
follows:
•

ased electrical baseload
base10ad
Prior version: To meet the public's need for
(or reliable incre
increased
Florida
area.
rida area.
capacity in the
lhe Central Flo

•

Revised, current version: To meet the public's need for reliable increased electrical
baseload capacity in Progress Energy Florida's service territory.

Response: TIle
The project purpose statement has been revised to refer to Progress Energy
Florida's service territory as indicated.
indicated.
Corps has concerns regarding the use of the Florida Land Use Classification
3. Comment:
Comment: The COI'pS
stated
System (FLUCS) for comparison of wetland impacts among the alternative sites. PEF stated
during the presentntion
delineation
presentation tha
thatt the most up-to-date wetland de
lineation lines would be used
ould be used for the alternative
alterna tive sites. On the Levy site
for the Levy site, while FLUes w
would
areal extent of wetlands, as determined from groundthere is a large difference between the arenl
truthed wetland delineations, in comparison to the area
wetlands
areall extent of w
etlands as determined
by use of FLUes data. The difference is that
lhat almost 80%
ore wetlands have
have been
80% m
more
lhat information
delineated, than identified by FLUes on the Levy site. PEF proposed to use that
to calculate an adjustment factor, which would be applied to the other alternative sites. Such
an adjusbnent
adjustment is likely inappropriate, since the sites differ substantially in FLUes cover
types, land use and topographic location.
location . Instead, the alternative sites should be reviewed
using other data, such as aerial photography and soils survey maps, along with FLUes
accura tely identify the extent of wetlands on the alternative sites in
data, in order to more accurately
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comparison with the Levy site. PEF
PEf should provide supporting information, which shows
that the comparison of the areal extent of wetlands on all of the alternative sites is
reasonable and defensible.
Response: The alternatives analysis has been revised and does not include an adjustment
adjusbnent
factor for the FLUCCS
FLUCC:S data . To allow for a direct compa,rison
compariso n among sites, the FLUCCS data
analysis. As described in USACE March 5S letter response document
were used in the analysis.
Conunent 11 .b(2), an analysis to determine the appropriateness
appropriaten ess of the FLUCCS data for the
Comment
LEDPA analysis was performed using the land-use data, historical and cwrent aerial
LEDPA
photographs, and soils map information. A new appendix (Appendix E) has been added to
the document that includes the historical
nle
historical and current aerial maps used in the analysis. The
ture of all sites, the FLUCC:S
conclusion of the analysis is that due to the disturbed na
nature
FLUCCS data
likely underestimates the amount of wetlands on all sites. Since the alternatives analysis is a
relative analysis and all sites are subject to underestimation,
wlderestimation, the conclusions reached by
using the FLUCCS data are appropriate for use in the LEDrA
determination.
LEDPA determination.

4. Comment: The potential impacts of groundwater drawdown
d rawdown on wetlands should
sho uld be
4.
addressed and
an d compared am
among
the
alternati
ve
sites
(see
item
#8
on
page
6
of the Corps'
ong
alternative
2010). The drilling and use of water
letter to PEF, referenced above and dated March 5,
S, 2010).
supply wells are proposed at the Levy site to supply groundwa
groundwater
ter for general plant use. It is
ould be required at the three alternative
would
allernative sites
the Corps understanding that no such wells w
where reservoirs would be required.
groW1dwaler
a,n alyses, the first
required . PEF has submitted h\.·o
two groundwa
ter analyses,
analysis showed the potential of up to OS
0.5' of drawdown of groundwater within areas of
analYSis
wetlands, and the second analysis showed the pote.ntial
potential of up to 2.5'
2.S' of drawdown within
areas of wetlands.
wetlands.
Response: A description of the groundwater withdrawals needed for the LNP site has been
added to Section 4.1.11, and the ranking for the Water Source Impacts
lmpacts criterion has been
adjusted (LNP score reduced)
(Table S.O-I
5.0-1).
reduced) due to Ul.
the use of groundwater
groundwater (fable
). The proposed
groundwater pumping is not expected to adversely affect wetlands in the vicinity of the
project; however, wetlands will be monitored for potential adverse impacts. In accordance
project;
wiD not be adversely impacted as a result
resu.lt
with the COCs, wetlands and other surface waters will
of the authorized consumptive water use. If unacceptable adverse impacts occur, Progress
Energy will mitigate the adve
adverse
or other action will be taken (COC,
rse impacts Or
(Cae, part XXVlIl,
XXVlll, §§
2). In
Condition XXVIlA.3
XXVlIA.3 states " If
A.9.g, B.ll, and B.1
8.12).
Ln addition, Conclition
ll adverse impacts are
detected or predicted through the Environmental MOnitoring
Monitorin g as specified in Condition A.2.
eling as specified in Conditions
or through aquifer performance testing or groundwater mod
modeling
A.4.a. and A.4.b.
mitigate
such adverse impacts in accordance
A.4.b. below, Licensee shall either mitiga
te sud,
with a plan submitted by the Licensee and approved by the District or, by selecting
se.lecting and
Water
implementing an Alternate Wa
ter Supply project". Therefore the groundwater withdrawals
will either have no effects, or the effects will be mitigated as indicated. The other alternative
sites do not use groundwater
adj usted..
groundwa ter for any needs and their scores have not been adjusted
weigh t be given to
5. Comment: The Corps is concerned and emphasizes that the appropriate weight
aquatic
ecosystem,
direct impacts to components of the aq
uatic ecosys
tem, especially wetlands,
wetJands, from the
discharge of dredged or fill material in
to waters of the United States in the alternative sites
into
w etlands would be impacted by the discharge of dredged and
analysis since large areas of wetlands
fill materials within all of the
Lhe alternate plant sites and in their associated
associa ted transmission
corridors.

,
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Response: The weighting of the wetlands has been adjusted as described in the USACE
March S
5 letter response document response to General Comment 3, so that direct wetland
LEOPA evaluation score, and an additional3S
additional 35
impacts account for 33 percent of the total LEDPA
weUands impacts.
inlpacts.
percent of the score comes from factors that are indirectly influenced by wetlands
Therefore wetland impacts account for the overwhelming majority (68 percent) of influence
in calculating the LEDPA score and delermination
si te.
determination of the LEOPA site.
6. Comment: The Corps has concerns in regard to the comparison of the alternative sites
which include reservoirs. PEF stated that the sizing of the reservoirs was based on the
storage of a 90-day supply of cooling water. However, it was sta
led that a 90-day capacity
stated
was likely smaller than would be practicable for plant operations during an extended
si tes with
wi th reservoirs should be based on
drought. A comparison of lh
thee alternative sites
reasonable expectations in regard to sizing, placement and configuration of the reservoirs.
Response: The alternatives analysis has been clarified to address the minimum reservoir
size required based on a 90-day
9O-day storage requirement. The 9O-day storage was used as a basis
for the minimum amount of time tha
thatt would be required for operation of the units;
however. no detailed engineering stucUes
studies have been performed to date to estimate the exact
however,
needs. This assumption is considered reasonable, since in peninsular Florida historic
needs.
monthly water budgets reflect
reflec t deficiencies between 3 and 9 months out of a typical year.
Since the final size of a reservoir would likely be influenced by negotiations with resource
agencies and site specific needs, this minimum-sized
minimum·sizcd reservoir should be used for this
analysis so the associated impacts for the three sites requiring a reservoir (Dixie 1,
I,
Highlands, and Putnam 3) are not overestimated.
thatt the ranking of the sites in quartiJes,
7. Comment: The Corps is concerned tha
quartiles, especially for
wetland impacts, may not provide a sufficient degree of differentiation among the
alternative sites.
siles.
document response to General
51etter response documenl
Response: Please see the USACE March Sletter
Comment 4 regarding the applicability of the use of quartiles. The December version
(Revision 3) of the analysis used an ordinal ranking system to discriminate between sites. To
capture the range of quantitative differences
djjferences between sites the use of quartiles was used in
the current alternative
allemative analysis (ReviSion
(Revision 4). Quartiles
Quar tiles describe the spread of a distribution
fo r datasets
and can be more accurate
accmate than plots of the mean and standa rd deviation for
datasels that
are asymmetric or contain outliers. Other systems for scoring were considered, but most
relied on a subjective scale for discriminating between sites and were not deemed to be
appropriate fo
Because
forr this reason. Beca
use of the small sample size of sites
si tes (n=4), using the mean
mea,n
and standard deviation to determine
de termine scoring was also deemed to not be appropriate.
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Filename

De scril;!tion
Descril2tion

0001 Attachment TMEM·
102 (Part 1 017).pdl
TMEM-102
of 7).pdf

3388884·TMEM·102, Revision 4, Levy
3388884-TMEM-102,
Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (LNP) Section 404(b}(1)
404(b)(1)
Allematives
of 7)
Alternatives Analysis (Part 1 017)

0002 Attachment TMEM·102 (Part 2 017).pdl
of 7).pdf

3388884·TMEM·102, Revision 4, Levy
3388884-TMEM-102,
404(b)(1)
Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (LNP) Section 404(b}(1)
Altematives
of 7)
Allernatives Analysis (Part 2 017)

of 7).pdf
0003 Attachment TMEM·102 (Part 3 017).pdl

3388884·TMEM·l
02, Revision 4, Levy
3388884-T
MEM-102,
Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (LNP) Section 404(b)(1)
Allernatives
of 7)
Alternatives Analysis (Part 3 017)

0004 Attachment TMEM-1
TM EM-l02
02 (Part 4 017).pdl
of 7).pdf

3388884-TMEM· l 02, Revision 4
4,, Levy
3388884·TMEM-102,
Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (LNP) Section 404(b)(1)
01 7)
Allematives Analysis (Part 4 of
Altematives

TM EM-102 (Part 5 of
01 7)
7).pdl
0005 Attachment
AttachmentTMEM-1
.pdf

3388884-TMEM-102 , Revision 4,
3388884·TMEM-102,
4, Levy
Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (LNP) Section 404(b)(1)
01 7)
Alternatives Analysis (Part 5 of

0006 Attachment TMEM-102 (Part 6 of
01 7).pdf
7).pdl

3388884-TMEM-102
3388884-TMEM-l02,, Revision 4,
4, Levy
Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (LNP) Section 404(b)(1)
Alternatives
Allernatives Analysis (Part 6 of
01 7)

